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TOPMOTIVE at the Automechanika Frankfurt
The first generation of self-learning information systems
Bargteheide, 12.07.2018. TOPMOTIVE is part of the Automechanika again. The market leader
in catalog and information systems as well as services for the Automotive Independent
Aftermarket (IAM) is presenting its pioneering development from 11th until 15th of September in
Hall 4 Booth A12: „NEXT – the first generation of self-learning information systems. Besides the
current service and product portfolio, the company also gives deeper insights into the further
development concerning product data management and analytic tools. TOPMOTIVE shares a
booth with the partners ATR (Auto Teile Ring) and GROUPAUTO International.

TOPMOTIVE is setting another example in the market
The whole IT-sector is discussing about Telematics, Big Data, self-learning systems. For the IAM
TOPMOTIVE now has the answer: The developer of software solutions takes more than one step
further and presents the first generation of self-learning information systems – including gainful
functions such as telematics access, a self-learning vehicle file and the best possible information
flow in all directions. The official release is planned for the beginning of January 2019 through
wholesalers.

Since 2015, a special team works on the technical concept and the complex implementation of
“NEXT”. With the help of surveys in repair shops, more than 300 trainings for wholesalers and
repair shops per year as well as based on the tool TM Analytics the company found out, that the
market is in need of exactly such a system. “With our innovation we are changing the market
decisively. At the Automechanika we will be presenting the prototype for the first time live”,
describes Stefan Schneider, member of the management board at the TOPMOTIVE Group.

With all the TOPMOTIVE solutions, the owner-managed company keeps their customer always
up to date and convinces with long-term, sustainable systems.

Also with the further development in the area of product data management and analytic tools. The
special thing about it: Within the applications, TOPMOTIVE supports all common data formats on
the market – additionally to the TecDoc-Standard. Thus, the company offers their clients the best
possible freedom within individual solutions and creates competitive benefits. The analytic tool
TM analytics makes it possible for wholesalers and the industry to understand and reconstruct
the user behaviour of their clients within the information systems.

More information here: www.topmotive.eu
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About the TOPMOTIVE Group
Since 1994, the TOPMOTIVE Group has been developing catalog-, information and ERP-systems for the
Automotive Independent Aftermarket. As Europe’s market leader the company encompasses a wide
spectrum of the market – from the parts industry to the parts wholesalers, all the way to the repair shops.
The producer for software solutions serves its service and product portfolio to the segments passenger car,
van, truck and motorcycle. The headquarters is situated in Bargteheide near Hamburg. The other locations
are in Etten-Leur (NL), Wetter, Wuppertal, Iphofen, Stuttgart, Wien (AT), Targu Mures (RO) and Brusque
(BRA). The TOPMOTIVE Group includes by now 11 companies and more than 230 employees.

